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PRECIOSA ORNELA introduces beads and seed beads
from the PRECIOSA Traditional Czech Beads brand.

DESIGN BY IVA MASTNÍKOVÁ

EASTER CHICKS
EASTER DECORATIONS MADE FROM PRECIOSA Twin™

PRECIOSA TwinTM Seed Beads                  PRECIOSA TwinTM Pressed Beads

ART. No., Size:

321 97 001, matt                               117 01 323

2.5 x 5 mm                                                  2.5 x 5 mm

Find all beads for this project on 
www.CzechBeadsExclusive.com 
(click here!)
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EASTER DECORATIONS MADE FROM PRECIOSA Twin™ EASTER DECORATIONS MADE FROM PRECIOSA Twin™ 

EASTER CHICKS EASTER CHICKS

The approaching spring days inspire us to create 
spring decorations. Use this opportunity to try 
out the options offered by the unique Czech 
PRECIOSA Twin™ two-hole beads or seed beads 
and create a colorful spring chick. 
Moreover, the shiny neon colors are according to 
current fashion trends and are sure to light up the 
days of spring.

We wish you pleasant spring beadwork with 
beads and seed beads from the 
PRECIOSA Traditional Czech Beads brand.

Materials and Tools:

PRECIOSA Twin™ Seed Beads
321 97 001; 2.5 x 5 mm; matt; neon colors
36786  - yellow,
36789  - orange,
36756  - green
or
PRECIOSA Twin™ Pressed Beads
117 01 323; 2.5 x 5 mm; 84110 matt
02000/36786  - yellow, 
03000/36789  - orange, 
03000/36756  - green
 
PRECIOSA Rocailles 
331 39001; 7/0; matt, neon color
36786 - yellow, 
36789  - orange, 
36756  - green

a 0.2 mm line, a thin needle, scissors

Difficulty:

Step 3: 
Sew the triangle together and create a pyramid. 
Sew a Twin into the points, tie the points 
together: only the comb made from pink Twins 
is not tied up (fig. no. 2). When sewing the sides, 
don’t forget the beak and the wings made from 
Twins; sew the pyramid (the chick) together with 
a neon rocaille (fig. the detail of the chicken).

Procedure:

Step 1:
The chick consists of four triangles. 
Sew the triangles using a flower pattern. 
First, sew 6 flowers and then add one less 
in each successive row. Continue the procedure 
until there is only one at the top; sew the line 
in at the top (figs. no. 1a, b, c and d).

Step 2: 
Create the eyes by stringing a neon rocaille onto 
a needle and line and threading it through the 
sewn surface in a suitable position. 
String a black rocaille and thread the needle and 
the line back through it and tie a firm knot. 
Use the same procedure for the second eye; 
sew the eyes before sewing up the entire chick.

Step 4:
Make the beak and the wings from Twins 
according to figs. no. 3 a, b and c.
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Find all beads for this project on www.CzechBeadsExclusive.com (click here!)
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